The Patient’s agenda form [As supplied by authors]

To help your doctor:

1. Please make a list of the points you want to raise:

2. Do you have any thoughts about these points (for example, the cause of your problem)? :-

3. Do you have any questions? :-

4. What would you like the doctor to do (please circle year or no).

   a. Prescribe Yes No
   b. Explain Yes No
   c. Investigate Yes No
   d. Write note Yes No

Other (please say what it is):-
Doctor’s encounter form [As supplied by authors]

Time [start watch on patient’s entry, stop on exit]

Min _________   Sec _________

Interruptions

Min _________   Sec _________

Separate issues

   How many did you identify?

   N _________

By the way events
   [The patient raises a further issue after either:
   - rising to go to the door
   - you have put the notes back in the envelope
   - you have completed the prescription]

   Yes    No

Parent or guardian presenting a child

   Yes    No